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Koolhoven F.K.58 Hispano Suiza Azur1 injection kit 
Monoplane fighter 

Scale 1:72 
The F.K.58 fighter, Koolhoven project 1166, was the 
last aircraft designed and produced by Frits Koolho-
ven, although there exists a F.K.59 (a modified and 
upgraded F.K.52) and some sources even report a fur-
ther unknown F.K.60. It was a modern, state-of-the-art 
fighter, which was developed against a French air 
force specification. It came in the picture when nego-
tiations to purchase the Curtiss Hawk 75A stalled in 
February 1938 due to the high price asked by the 
Americans, and Koolhoven agreed to develop the 
F.K.58 as an interim fighter. The aircraft showed some resemblance with the Fokker D.XXI, but although the 
designer of that aircraft, Erich Schatzki, had moved in March 1938 to Koolhoven, he does not seem to be the 
designer of the F.K.58; at his arrival in 60% of the design was already completed. After a very short develop-
ment time of less than five months the prototype flew mid July 1938 with a Hispano-Suiza engine. 

The aircraft sold to the French were to be equipped with a Gnome & Rhone engine. Due to insufficient availa-
bility of French equipment and instruments license production in France was started but only one aircraft left 
that production line before the invasion of France. Four of the aircraft delivered to the French have been 
equipped with a Hispano-Suiza engine due too limited availability of the Gnome-Rhone engines, which was not 

the optimum choice for the F.K.58, as it was quite a 
lot heavier2 than the Gnome-Rhone engine and need-
ed as a consequence a balance mass of 100 kg in the 
tail. The Hispano engine was still in development, and 
engines built in the F.K.58 were part of a pre-
production series. Series production of the engine was 
never started. 

The aircraft was of mixed construction: a steel tube 
fuselage with metal covering of the forward and top 
part and linen of the remainder and a wooden wing. 

The kit represents the Hispano version and comes in a 
carton box and contains the injection plastic parts, res-
in parts for the engine, a clear plastic canopy, a piece 

of PE for engine and cockpit details, a decal sheet for 
three versions of the aircraft with construction number 
5802, the second prototype, with Dutch civil insignia, 
Dutch national insignia as carried from 1939 onwards 
and French national insignia.  

The instruction sheet is very 
complete for a short run kit. 
It shows three view drawings 
for the three versions: the 
second prototype with regis-
tration PH-AVA and with the 
semi-military Dutch air force 
registration 1002 and a ver-
sion in French colours, 
which is claimed to go with a 
registration 1, 3me esquadrille 
GRII/38 [SPA 54] in the in-
struction sheet3. The back 

side of the box shows coloured illustrations of the 
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three versions. 

 

 
The instruction sheet indicates that this is the same aircraft c/n 5802 with registration C-001 as the PH-AVA 
and 1002, but this aircraft stayed at the Koolhoven factory and was destroyed there in May 1940. The instruc-
tion sheet gives further an overview of the parts contained in the kit and indicates the building steps and the po-
sition of the parts by means of exploded views. The version I have built is the second prototype (the first proto-
type was destroyed on its return flight from the Salon Aéronautique in Paris in 1938). 

Hooftman (ref.1), Wesselink (ref. 2, 3 and 12), ref. 4, Top (ref.5) and Het Vliegveld (ref. 6) report the dimen-
sions of the FK.58 while Wesselink (ref 3) and ref. 4 also present a three-view drawing. I have received also 
many useful, original photographs from the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen, which unfortunately does not ex-
ist anymore. 

It is not clear in most cases whether the data reported are specific for the Gnome & Rhone version, or for the 
prototype with the Hispano-Suiza engine, but differences in dimensions are rather small. 

 Ref. 1:72 model 
Span 10.97 m 152.4 mm 154.0 mm 
Length 8.68 m 120.6 mm 119.7 mm 
Height 2.97 m 41.3 mm 47.1 mm 
Engine Hispano Suiza 14 AA.10 of 1080 hp   
Crew 1   
Armament 4 FN Browning 7.5   

Span and length of the model are quite well to scale; the height is much too large. 

Cockpit 

Dry fitting fuselage halves, cockpit floor and wings revealed a number of short-
comings. The cockpit floor did not fit well, it was too wide at the rear and left a 
gap at the front, which was that wide that the floor passed between the bottom 
frame tubes. I have corrected this by sanding away part of the rear of the floor 
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and gluing some 0.5 mm strip along the forward part. Also, there was quite a gap between the upper wing 
halves and the fuselage and between the lower wing half and the fuselage, so some putty work will be required. 

When inspecting the in-
ner side of the fuselage 
halves it became clear 
that the fuselage frame 
and its detailing were 
very limited and incor-
rect, major error being the incorrect positioning of the vertical tubes. 
From this point of view the Broplan model of the F.K.58 with 

Gnome-Rhone engine, shown at the right of the picture, was much better (only the 
throttle and trim wheel were not in the Broplan kit, and have been scratch built). In 

the Azur kit the rear part of the cockpit roof is included in 
the clear canopy part. 

So the first task was to remove the frame tubes from the 
fuselage with knife, files and sanding. I have next glued 
end of 1.0 mm half round strip with ultra-thin Tamiya glue 
on the correct positions. The position of the rear vertical 
tube I have determined based on the canopy frame. 

I have also made the sidewall-mounted boxes from pieces of sheet 
en strip, approximately reflecting the configuration on the photo-
graphs and have painted the inside light grey. 

I have reshaped the instrument panel support such 
that it shows three distinct flat panels like the original instead of the continuous bent shape it 
has in the kit and have bent the PE and transparent part also. A new set of control and throt-
tle handles has been produced from 0.2 mm metal wire with knobs made from a drop of 
thick cyanoacrylate glue, left hanging to dry upside down. They have been painted dark grey 
with a black knob. Seat and instrument panel have been painted dark grey too, as well as the 
control stick. I have painted the backing of the instrument panel white; with the transparent 
print of the dials it gives a nice dashboard. 

I have assembled the small bits to a set of throttle and other handles, have glued the 
PE rudder pedals to the floor and have assembled the instrument panel. 

Next I have glued the fuselage halves together, as 
the floor panel could pass through the bottom 
hole for assembly. The instrument panel has been 
glued in place, reinforcing the back of the panel, 
as the joint did not seem very solid. 

In mounting the floor I one of the rudder pedals came loose, and of course I 
could not find the small thing. I have made a new one from 0.2 mm metal 
wire, which resembled the original sufficiently. 

Then seat, throttle, stick and other small compo-
nents could be glued in place4. I have mounted the 
seat on a piece of 2 mm plastic, as without it 
would have been too close to the floor. I have 
painted the PE seatbelts Humbrol 26 with alumin-
ium buckles, as indicated in the instructions and 
have glued them to the seat. At the right below the 

seat I have glued a piece of black painted metal wire to form the seat adjustment 
handle and I have painted the compass top light blue. 

There still has to be mounted a tube frame in the cockpit. I could not even dry fit it, be-
cause it interfered with the seat. According to the instructions it should be fitted as 
shown in the picture at the right, which is very illogical as it does not match the canopy 
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frame (nor does it fit the fuselage frame on the inside of the cockpit. The picture at the 
left shows the correct position. Apparently the cockpit floor, which I had mounted ac-
cording to the building instructions, must in fact be mounted a lot more forward. 

I have removed the seat, the control stick and throttle from the cockpit and have also re-
moved some details moulded on the floor to allow for a more forward position of the 
seat. I have also removed some material from the sides of the frame, such that it could 
pass inside the rear fuselage. 
I have glued it in place and 
have painted it light grey. 

I have mounted the seat again, now in its correct po-
sition, as well as the control stick and the throttle. 

Wing 

I have joined the upper wing halves wing the lower wing part and 
they fitted perfectly. The instruction sheet, however, does not indi-
cate the assembly order at all, and it is better to assemble the small 
parts 10 (the attachment points for the undercarriage) before assem-
bling the wing. I have made the trailing edge of the wing a bit sharp-
er. The parts forming the top and rear of the wheel bay have been assembled also. Again, 
it is not clear how these parts should be positioned relative to each other, and dry fitting 
of fuselage, wheel bay and wing together is difficult. So correct assembly is a matter of 
trial and error. 

When dry-fitting the wing to the fuselage, it becomes apparent that the joints between 
these parts will need quite some putty (and work). It also appeared that the marking for 
the location of the rear wheel bay wall on the top surface of the wheel bay was incorrect; 

these parts should be glued flush together, otherwise the top 
surface interferes with the cockpit floor. Fitting this surface in 
the nose part of the fuselage required some correction too; it 
was slightly too wide, not correctly centred and the radius of 
the forward corners was not large enough. I have reinforced 
the connection between the wheel bay parts and the wing as-
sembly with a piece of plastic strip. 

Tail planes 

To strengthen the connection between tail planes and fuselage I have 
drilled a 0.4 mm hole brass pin in each of the hori-
zontal stabilizer halves and inserted a brass pin it. 
Dipping the pin in black paint, I have stamped the 
location of the corresponding hole on the stub on 
the fuselage and drilled a hole there. As it is virtu-
ally impossible to locate the hole on each side on 
exactly the same spot, I have marked the halves “L” and “R”. 

Control surfaces 

I have separated the rudder from the fuselage, the elevator halves from the tail planes and the ailerons from the 
wing by carving the separation line with a panel line scriber. 

 
There was no need to use after-market control horns or to produce these from scratch, because they are provid-
ed in the kit’s PE set. 
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Engine 

I want to model the engine with open cowl flaps, as this is a feature, 
which distinguishes the F.K.58 Hispano-Suiza equipped version 
from the version with a Gnome-Rhone engine. So I have separated 
the flaps of the cowling from each other and deepened the hinge line 
with a panel scriber. I have also removed the resin “wall”, on which 
the second row of engine cylinders was mounted and have cleaned 
away the resin from the cylinder heads. 

With this wall removed, the engine 
must be mounted directly on the 
firewall, so I have glued in total 5 
mm thick slices of plastic with 7 
mm diameter to the rear of the en-
gine. As I expect that the rear of the 
engine will be visible through the 
opened flaps, I have made an ex-
haust ring from 1.5 mm solder and 
exhaust stubs from 0.8 mm wire. 
Pictures from Wikipedia show quite 
well the exhaust configuration of the Hispano-Suiza 14Aa engine. 

Next I have glued the two cowl halves together and, when dry, have 
bent the cowl flaps outward, reinforcing the bend line with a bit of 
thick cyanoacrylate glue. I have glued the engine temporarily to the 
firewall with Kristal Klear and have fitted the cowling over it to 
check the configuration. It has the right appearance, the view inside 
is quite limited, so only a bit of detailing will suffice, and it does not 
show that the second row of cylinders is only half modelled. 

The engine has been painted black and the cylinders dry brushed gunmetal, the crankcase 
light grey. Next I have attached the valve pusher rod casings, painted aluminium beforehand. 

I did not like the two exhaust tubes which were included in the kit (at the 
right in the picture); they were too large and crude and had to be mounted 
on the cowling, instead of going through it. I have replaced them by some 
2.4 mm tube, the inner diameter widened to 2.1 mm. I have opened up the 
holes for the tubes in the cowling. 

As the cylinder exhaust tubes are visible through the extended cowling 
flaps, I have decided to make tubes for the top three-quarters of the engine. 
I have glued the main exhaust ring and the cylinder exhaust stubs in place 
with thick cyanoacrylate glue, and I have set the engine aside to dry. 

As the engine of the prototype must be relatively new, a gunmetal-dry-brushed-with-rust fin-
ish is probably less likely, I have selected to finish the exhaust with Vallejo steel and detail it 
with burnt metal. The picture shows the dry fit of the engine in the cowling, on which in the 
meantime the oil cooler has been mounted. I have also painted the two exhaust tubes Vallejo 
steel. 

I have glued the engine to the fire-
wall with normal plastic cement and 

have used the 
cowling to align 
it. When looking 
along the fuse-
lage from behind into the extended fins of the cowling the cylinder exhaust tubes are just vis-
ible, so the decision to model these was a good one. The last things to mount were the engine 
exhausts. 
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However, the front view of the aircraft did not feel right, and indeed, 
after a comment of a fellow modeller and examination of some of 
the photographs of the second prototype, the diameter of the cowling 
opening should be 15 to 16 mm instead of the 13 mm of the model. 

Luckily the cowling was not glued to the engine 
or the fuselage, so I could remove it and enlarge 
the opening to 15.3 mm by means of cutting with 
a sharp knife and sanding. 

The pictures also showed two small ducts in front of the oil 
cooler duct under the cowling. I have modelled this with 
some pieces of 1.5 x 1.5 mm U-profile. 

I have painted the propeller and spinner black as on the pictures and in the in-
struction sheet. Apparently the original Koolhoven model 
is not reliable in this respect. I have painted the two white 
bands on the tips, and filled the space between them with 
blue (on pictures the shade of grey was less black than the 
rest of the propeller) and the tips red, as they were clearly lighter. I have applied the de-
cals as indicated in the instruction sheet. 

Painting 

I had decided to spray the grey primer on the assembled wing and fuselage and on the control surfaces, so I 
have glued plastic sticks to the control surfaces with plastic cement 
and a small wood block to the fuselage front surface with Kristal 
Klear. I have masked the cockpit opening with Tamiya tape. The 
spraying went quite well, but the spray can gave a quite wide plume 

of paint. However, when masking the fu-
selage the primer came off with the tape, 
even although I had degreased the surface 
prior to spraying. So I have decided not to 
airbrush the Vallejo aluminium finish on 

the wings and tail planes, but to paint them freehand with the brush. 
As usual, the difference with an airbrushed finish is hardly noticeable. 

I have removed the primer from the fuselage with 
the Revell Paint Remover fluid and given it a new 
coat of grey paint, applied with a brush. I have 
mixed the blue paint for the fuse-
lage as indicated in the appendix, 
and have also applied it with the 
brush. I have not tried to tape on 
painted areas, as a number of 

times the paint came off, even after reducing the gluing force of the tape. I have also painted 
the cowling after having mounted the engine. I have also mounted the bracing struts of the 
horizontal tail plane and painted it aluminium. 

Undercarriage 

In the set PE parts there was one 
item, which seems to be a compo-
sition of wheels and struts, tubes 
or cables that according to the in-
structions should be placed 
against the rear wall of the wheel 
bay. Indeed, this is visible on one 
of the pictures of the F.K.58 and 

probably is part of the installation to control the retraction 
and extension of the undercarriage. I have also used this pic-
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ture to construct the lines to the wheel brakes. 

I have glued the main landing gear legs in the holes in the fittings in the wing, which 
I had enlarged to 1.5 mm to accommodate the pins on the top, and I have mounted 
the scissor mechanisms to them, which I had painted light grey and bent in shape. 

The retraction cylinders in the kit are badly proportioned; they are too thick, and 
worse, too short, as they should run between the wing root and the landing gear leg. 

So I have made new ones from 0.8 x 0.6 
and 0.6 x 0.4 mm metal tube, which I 
have painted dark grey and chrome. I 
have also glue the tail wheel in place. It 
looks small, but represents reality well. 

Final assembly 

I had forgotten to mount the machine gun 
pods5 under the wing before painting these. 
So I have removed the paint on their mount-
ing place and have glued them to the wing. 
They were not fitting very well, so some 
putty job had to be done. After sanding I 

have painted wing and pods aluminium again. I have replaced the machine gun barrels 
included in the kit, which were too thick, by 0.6 x 0.4 mm aluminium tubes. They have 
been mounted slightly shifted relative to each other to correspond with the holes in the 
pods. I have painted the gun barrels with Vallejo metallic black, Humbrol gun metal has 
to crude metallic particles for these fine parts. 

I have painted rear part of the canopy the same colour as the fuselage and the front part aluminium, as can be 
seen clearly in the photographs of the second prototype. I have first tried to do this with Vallejo paint, but this 
thin paint crept under the tape, so after washing it off with water, I have redone the job with Humbrol silver. I 
have also made the last frame twice as wide as the engraving, as this reflects 
the real thing better. 

According to the instruction sheet a handgrip should be mounted inside the 
top of the canopy. I have painted it light grey and glued it in place with Kris-
tal Klear. The canopy has been glued to the fuselage with white glue, be-
cause its surface can be painted better than Kristal Klear. I have filled the 
joints as much as possible with white glue, washing the overspill away with 
water. 

Next I have applied a coat of clear Vallejo varnish in preparation for decal application. The decals are very thin, 
which is good, but also very fragile. As a consequence they break easily, and once attached to the surface can-
not be moved any more without damaging them. This way I have destroyed one “P” 
of the registration, which I have redrawn with CorelDraw and reprinted on clear de-
cal paper, profiting of the occasion by printing some spare copies for other models. 

As these inkjet-printed decals generally are rather transparent, I have printed several 
copies, so I can apply two decals over each other to obtain an opaque image. I had to 
print them twice, as the orange of the original decals is rather reddish, and it is al-
ways a bit trial-and-error to obtain the correct shade. The other decals I have applied 
with ample water and Microscale Set. The red-white-blue decal on the rudder does 
not fit not easy and needed to be treated intensively with Microscale Sol. 

Although the decals have the same colour, when on their backing 
paper, there is a real colour difference as a function of the light inci-
dence, when applied on the aluminium background (of course the 
decals that come with the kit are 
printed on a white background 
layer). Fortunately this does not 

show up too much, when the model is standing on its wheels. Note that one 
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of the valve push rod housings has disappeared. I have 
made a new one from 0.5 mm brass wire to replace it. 

The other decals have been applied to the propeller and 
the rudder. Even the small print on the rudder can be read 
well. 

I have made a bracket for the deployable antenna under the fuselage from pieces of 
0.25 mm plastic. I have painted the assembly blue-grey and glued it under the fuse-
lage. The picture shows also, that the bracing struts have not been mounted symmet-
rical. So I have removed the right one, repaired the damaged paint and mounted it 
again, but better aligned this time. 

Next I have mounted the lines to the wheel brakes, which had made from 0.2 mm 
metal wire, painted dark grey. I have also mounted some 
hydraulic lines leading from the rear wheel bay bulkhead into the wing. I have also 
painted the navigation lights on wing and fin in this phase. 

I have applied a drop of glue to each of the aileron hinges and have mounted them in 
an angle corresponding to the 
control stick position, keeping 
them in position with a piece of 
tape until the glue had set. I in-
tended to do the same with the el-
evator halves, but (again) the tape 
took off the paint, so I had to keep 
the elevator manually in position 
until the glue had set. I have 
mounted the rudder in neutral po-
sition. 

I have glued the wheel retraction shock damping cushions in the wheel bays and have mounted the control 
horns for the rudder and the elevator halves. In the process I have lost one of the very small elevator control 

horns, which I have replaced by one 
reconstructed from a pieces of PE and 
metal wire. I have also mounted the 
step for access to the cockpit on the 
place indicated in the instructions, alt-
hough I could not find such a step on 
picture of the F.K.58 prototype. 

I have glued the propeller in place with Kristal Klear to be 
able to adjust it properly (the hole was slightly bigger than 
the pin on the engine). Next I have mounted the stabilizer-
fin rigging. These were pairs of streamlined rigging rods on 
the original, and each has been modelled in the kit as one 
piece PE. Personally I find this less “natural” than model-
ling them as a pair of fishing line rigging lines, as I have 
done on the F.K.58 Gnome & Rhone. 

I have mounted the antenna on the fuselage and have re-
painted the machine guns Vallejo metallic black. Last detail 
to add was the pitot tube on the right wing. I have replaced 
the rather crudely modelled part in the kit with one con-
structed from 0.3 x 0.5 streamline profile and a piece of 0.3 
x 0.1 mm brass tube, painted aluminium. 

I have retouched some glue spots and to finish the model I have weathered the undercarriage and wheel bays 
with yellow-brown water paint. I have made black traces behind the exhausts (also on the main wheel doors) 
and behind the machine guns. 
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After having made the pictures of the completed model, and especially when comparing the Hispano model 
with the Gnome & Rhone and with pictures of the PH-AVA, I was not satisfied with the appearance of the un-
dercarriage; this should not be normal to the wing, but rotated slightly forward. So I have removed the main un-
dercarriage legs, which was easy to do, as it was fixed with cyanoacrylate glue, trying to avoid collateral dam-
age, which was not easy to do. So in practice I had to reassemble the undercarriage, place again antenna, pitot 
tube and an aileron, and profited of this opportunity to also place the rudder a bit higher. 

Summary 

The Azur kit of the Koolhoven F.K.58 is relatively easy to build. The cockpit layout is incorrect, if built accord-
ing to the instruction sheet, and interferes with the tube framework supporting the canopy. The cockpit interior 
is not very detailed. The paint scheme suggested for the second prototype is not completely correct; thanks to 
some original information still available from the old Koolhoven factory I could reconstruct the correct colour. 

Below some pictures of the completed model are shown. 
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Appendix Model modifications, corrections and painting scheme; pictures, drawings and 
other documentation of the Koolhoven F.K.58 
Modifications & corrections 
M = modification, C = correction 
Change Location/part Modification or correction 
C01 Cockpit Seat support 
C02 Cockpit Control panel shape 
C03 Cockpit Fuselage frame tubes 
M01 Cockpit Throttle and other small compo-

nents 
C04 Cockpit Position of canopy tube frame 

moved backwards 
C05 Cockpit Seat and stick moved forward 
M02 Engine Removal of rear side; engine sup-

port to firewall 
M03 Engine Opening of cowling flaps 
C06 Engine Enlarged diameter cowling open-

ing (15 mm) 
M04 Engine Tube under cowling 
C07 Fuselage Cooling openings behind cowling 

removed (present in G&R version 
only) 

M05 Fuselage Antenna bracket under fuselage 
M05 Tail Rudder separated  
C08 Undercarriage New retraction cylinders main 

landing gear 
C09 Wing Wheel bay rear and top walls 
M06 Wing Ailerons separated 
M07 Wing Machine guns from aluminium 

tube 
M08 Pitot tube Brass streamline profile & tube 

Paint table 
H = Humbrol, R = Revell Aqua, V = Vallejo, 
Code Colour Where 

Code Colour Where 
H2 Green Navigation lights 
H11 Silver Cockpit frame 
H19 Red Propeller tips; navigation lights 
H21 Black Engine cylinders; propeller 
H22 White Instrument panel support; bands 

around propeller blades 
H25 Blue Band around propeller blades 
H26 Khaki Seat belts 
H47 Light blue Compass dial 
H53 Gunmetal Engine cylinders (dry brushed) 
3x H89 + 
2x H96 

Grey-blue Fuselage 

H125 Dark grey Cockpit boxes and seat, instru-
ment panel; cowling inside; 
landing gear struts, hydraulic 
lines 

H129 Light grey Cockpit floor and walls; engine 
crank case; handgrip in canopy; 
wheel bay; landing gear struts 

R36178 Tank grey Tires 
V71.062 Aluminium Seat belt buckles; wings; engine 

valve rods 
V71.065 Steel Exhausts 
V71.072 Metallic black Machine guns 

Photographs and drawings 
If no source is mentioned, the documents have been tak-
en from the Internet. 
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Photographs of an original Koolhoven scale model 

In May and June 2011 the region Zuid-Holland of IPMS 
Netherlands received a rather special visitor, John Ver-
meulen, stepson of Frits Koolhoven, then 94 years old. 
He brought a number of models of Koolhoven aircraft 
with him that came from the pre-war Koolhoven factory, 
which was destroyed in the German bombing of Rotter-
dam in May 1940. Rob de Bie made some pictures of the 
F.K.58 model, which apparently was the Hispano-Suiza 
version in the colors of the first prototype, an assumption 
based on the exhaust position. Rob also characterized the 
colour of the fuselage as FS35177. I have assumed that 
the second prototype had the same painting scheme and I 
will use the model colours as a reference for the painting 
scheme. 
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I have made samples 
with a number of col-
ours, both Humbrol 
and Vallejo, shown in 
the picture at the right, 
which have been com-
pared with the original 
assessment by Rob de 
Bie. It appeared that 
the correct colour was 
between the two bot-
tom left blocks, so I 
will use Humbrol 89 
and 96 in a proportion 
of 3:2. It is remarkable that colour conversion charts 
give both Vallejo V70.943 and Vallejo V71.111 as 
equivalent to FS35177, while there is quite some differ-
ence between these colours. 
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Black and white photographs of the second prototype 
showed that the oil cooler under the cowling and the fin 
had the same colour as the fuselage and that the spinner 
of the propeller had the same colour as the blades. 
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1 www.azmodel.cz 
2 At least 125 kg, according to different quotes for the empty weight of the F.K.58. 
3 Ref. 12 quotes only Armée de l’Air registration numbers C-016 through C-032, and shows one photograph of a Gnome-Rhone F.K.58 
with registration number 11 painted on the side of the fuselage. 
4 I have glued the seat to the floor with Kristal Klear, as that allowed better adjustment of the position. 
5 The openings in the pods were to dispose of used cartridges and chain links. The left machine gun in each pod was located slightly be-
hind the other, which explains the asymmetrical hole pattern. 


